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INTRODUCTION 

THE CONCEPT 

If you’ve ever used a classic analog synth, you know that these instruments have a certain warmth and richness 
that can be difficult to recreate using a computer-based synthesizer. Many software instruments aim to emulate 
the special, organic qualities of analog synthesizers by painstakingly modeling the analog circuits found in decades-
old instruments. When done correctly, this can lead to great results. However, Photophore works in a totally 
different way. The concept for Photophore came about when we asked a simple question: 

HOW CAN WE MAKE A WARM, ORGANIC-SOUNDING SYNTHESIZER WITHOUT SIMPLY COPYING A DECADES-OLD 
ANALOG INSTRUMENT? 

Photophore uses a completely different approach to creating warmth and character. Instead of modeling circuits, 
we modeled animal behavior. Photophore’s sound engine is made up of flocks of oscillators (sound generators) 
which move through a virtual three-dimensional environment. The flocks’ motion is controlled by a special 
behavioral algorithm which keeps the oscillators in tune with each other, but allows for a certain amount of 
natural drift and detuning. This creates rich and complex timbres due to the waveforms interacting with each other 
in interesting and unpredictable ways. This is similar to what happens in a choir of singers, or in an orchestra, 
where musicians are never precisely in tune with each other.  Photophore is capable of producing unique analog-
like timbres that can sound like a choir of synthesizers, or at more extreme settings, a swarm of angry insects. 

Thank you for purchasing Photophore! We hope it will inspire you to think about synthesis in a slightly different 
way.  

FEATURES 

• Unique behavioral synthesis 
• Polyphonic operation (up to 6 voices) 
• Monophonic glide and legato 
• 12 oscillator waveforms (saw, square, pulse and more) 
• Low pass/High pass filter with resonance 
• Amplitude and filter envelopes 
• Echo effect 
• Arpeggiator 

MIDI support: 

• Use any iPad-compatible MIDI keyboard as a controller 
• Control the flock using your MIDI controller’s modulation wheel 
• Control Photophore from other apps using background MIDI support 
• Use network MIDI to control Photophore from your computer or other device 
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OVERVIEW 

 

1. MAIN MENU 
2. CONTROL PANEL 
3. OSCILLATOR FLOCKS 
4. PATCH BROWSER 
5. SETTINGS AND HELP  
6. KEYBOARD 
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THE PATCH BROWSER 

In Photophore, a patch is a file that holds all of the instrument’s performance settings for easy recall. You can 
choose from a range of included patches from the patch browser, as well as save your own patches so that you can 
use them later.  

To access the Patch browser, click on the button in the upper right corner of the interface.  

FACTORY PATCHES 

Photophore comes pre-loaded with a variety of patches in different categories: 

• Ambient - Includes a range of “pad” and other textural, atmospheric sounds. 
• Bass - Features deep, rich bass sounds useful for adding low end to your compositions. 
• Arp - Showcases Photophore’s arpeggiator with a range of preset patterns. 
• Chordal – Polyphonic patches that are useful for chordal keyboard parts.  
• Lead - Includes patches that are great for melodic playing.  

 

SAVING AND REMOVING USER PATCHES 

SAVING A NEW PATCH 

If you want to save your current settings as a patch, enter the Patch menu and tap the  “+”  button. Then enter a 
name for your patch and tap Save (or tap Return on the on-screen keyboard). Your patch will now appear in the 
User patch category. 

REMOVING A PATCH 

You can delete patches you no longer need by clicking the “–“  button in the Patch menu. Next, tap the name of 
the patch you want to remove. Tap the “X” button that appears next to the patch to confirm that you want to 
permanently delete it. 

Note: Factory patches cannot be deleted.  
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THE KEYBOARD 

Photophore features a 2-octave on-screen keyboard for quickly playing melodies, auditioning patches, and trying 
out ideas.  

LATCH BUTTON 

The keyboard has a latch mode which allows notes to continue playing indefinitely without being held. Latch is 
enabled by pressing the padlock button which can be found to the upper right of the keyboard.  

In Latch mode, pressing a key once will turn a note on; pressing it a second time will turn the note off. This can be a 
useful tool for trying out different settings without having to keep your hand on the keyboard. Latch also works 
particularly well with the Arpeggiator, letting you repeat a rhythmic pattern while enabling and disabling different 
notes.   

CHANGING OCTAVE 

The keyboard itself does not have control over what octave range it covers. This can, however, be changed using 
the Octave parameter which you can find in the Voices panel.  

USING EXTERNAL MIDI KEYBOARDS 

For performance and recording we strongly recommend using an external MIDI keyboard controller. Using a 
hardware keyboard makes it much easier to play Photophore, especially for chords and complex parts. While the 
iPad’s touch interface is fantastic for controlling other parameters, it’s hard to recreate the playability of a 
keyboard using a touchscreen because there is no tactile feedback. Using an external keyboard also automatically 
adds pitch bend support to Photophore for even more expressive playing.  

Photophore has been tested on a number of external keyboards, and should work with any iPad-compatible MIDI 
keyboard that connects via the Thunderbolt connector or through a USB to Thunderbolt adapter (the iPad Camera 
Kit). There are several affordable iPad-compatible controllers available from your local or online music retailer.  
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THE CONTROL PANELS 

In the upper left corner of the screen, you’ll find Photophore’s main menu. By clicking these buttons, you’ll bring 
up control panels for different parts of the synthesizer.  

VOICES PANEL 

WAVESHAPE 

A waveshape is the fundamental sound used by each of the oscillators. You can choose one of 12 preset oscillator 
shapes: 

 
Analog Saw – a classic analog shape, ideal for strings, basses and beyond 

 
Vintage Square – a powerful analog waveform, great for basses, leads and more 

 
Pulse – another classic analog synth shape with a thinner, colorful tone 

 
Organ – A soft but harmonically-rich waveform, ideal for organ-like sounds 

 
Step – a square wave with a strong octave overtone, perfect for sounds that cut through 

 
Ragged – a gritty, lo-fi digital oscillator with interesting resonant characteristics 

 
Sine – just the fundamental! A clean waveform with no additional harmonics 

 
Pinch Sine – a sine-like waveform that provides more high-frequency color 

 
Hard Lead – this shape combines solid bass and aggressive overtones 

 
Stack – a saw wave with a strong fifth, great for house and techno “stack” sounds 

 
Vocal Ensemble – a voice-based waveform with an “ahh”-like timbre 

 
Vocal Bass – another voice-based waveform, lower and with a strong fundamental 

 

OSCILLATORS 

Sets the number of sound generators—oscillators—used for each synthesizer voice. You can have up to 100 
oscillators in a Photophore patch. 

As you add more Oscillators, the quality of the synthesizer’s sound will become richer, louder and noisier. This can 
be a great effect for pad sounds, leads and basses. Use fewer oscillators when you want a punchier, more pure 
tone.  
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OCTAVE 

This control sets the base octave of the synth. So, for a bass sound for example, you might set Octave to a low 
value such as -1 or -2. A higher-pitched lead sound might use a setting of +1. 

POLYPHONY 

Polyphony controls the number of notes that can be played simultaneously. This is also known as the number of 
“voices” available. A patch with only one voice will only let you play one note at time. Setting Polyphony to 1 
makes Photophore into a monophonic synth. Adding more voices lets you play chords or to have notes decay 
without being stopped when new notes are played.  

The Polyphony control will also limit the number of oscillators used per voice so that there are never more than 
100 oscillators in a patch. That means if you have 5-note Polyphony, for example, you will only be allowed to set 
the Oscillators control to a maximum of 20 (5 * 20 = 100). 

___ 

 

MONOPHONIC FEATURES 

When Polyphony is set to “1” (monophonic mode), additional controls are revealed: 

GLIDE 

Glide, also known as portamento in some synths, lets you smoothly transition from one note’s pitch to a new 
note’s pitch. If you press a new note while you’re holding another note, the pitch will change gradually to the new 
note.  

Gliding will also happen if a note has been released but is still decaying. Therefore the Amplitude Envelope’s 
Release control influences when Glide is triggered.  

The glide control can be set from zero seconds (no glide) to five seconds in length. Note that the glide slider is not 
linear – the first half of the slider contains values from zero to half a second. The remaining half of the slider 
contains values from one half second to five seconds. We found during testing that adding this precision to the 
lower range of the slider made it easier to dial in more musical glide settings.  

LEGATO 

Legato affects how the synthesizer behaves when a playing note is interrupted by a new note. For smoother 
transitions between notes, turn Legato on.  

When Legato is on, the voice’s Amplitude and Filter envelopes don’t restart when a new note is played unless you 
have stopped playing the previous note. This creates a smoother transition between notes. If Legato is off, the 
voice will always restart itself when a new note is played, often leading to a more abrupt transition.   
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FLOCK PANEL 

The Flock menu controls the motion of the oscillators in their three-dimensional environment. As the oscillators 
move closer or farther apart from one another their pitch and volume changes. By adjusting the Flock controls you 
can change the behavior of the oscillators in order to create more stable or more chaotic timbres.  

SPEED 

This parameter controls the overall maximum speed of the Oscillators as they move through space. Of the Flock 
controls, Speed often has the most dramatic effect on how your patch sounds. Faster Speed settings generally 
create more noticeable modulation effects, while slower Speed settings tend to sound more stable or smooth. 

TURBULENCE  

Turbulence controls an invisible current that moves through the environment. By adding some turbulence, you can 
break up the orderly motion of the oscillators and create randomness. If you set the Turbulence to a high value, 
oscillators may even get caught in vortices that can create rotating-speaker-like effects. Experiment with the 
Turbulence control to find the right balance of order and randomness for your patch.  

ATTRACT 

The higher the value of this control, the more oscillators will try to move toward other oscillators that are close by. 
This parameter also influences how much the oscillators will tend to move toward the center of their flock. At its 
lowest value, oscillators will not try to stay together at all.  
 
REPEL 

When an oscillator comes too close to another, Repel controls how strongly the oscillators will try to stay 
separated. With the control all the way down, Oscillators ignore each others’ “personal space.”  

ALIGN 

This knob controls how much an oscillator tries to move in the same direction as its neighbors. With Align set to a 
high value, oscillators will try to mimic neighboring oscillators’ direction and speed. Higher Align settings tend to 
make more stable-sounding patches, while lower Align settings can lead to buzzing clouds of insect-like oscillators.  
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ENVELOPE PANEL 

The envelope of a sound is its shape over time. Like many analog synthesizers, Photophore provides two separate 
envelope generators, one for the amplitude (volume) of the sound, and one that controls a filter.  The envelope 
generators are triggered when a note is played, and enter their release phase when a note is released.  

 

A timeline showing how Photophore’s envelope generators affect the signal over time. 

 

ATTACK 

The time it takes for the first part of the envelope to complete after a key is pressed. 

DECAY  

Length of time it will take the level to fall to the Sustain level once the Attack phase is completed. 

SUSTAIN 

The level the envelope will reach (after the decay phase) when a note is held.  

RELEASE 

The time it takes for the envelope to return to zero after a key is released. 

AMOUNT (FILTER ENVELOPE ONLY) 

Adjusts how much the Envelope affects the filter cutoff. With Amount all the way down, there is no effect on the 
filter.  
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FILTER PANEL 

Photophore includes a dual-mode filter for further shaping the sound produced by the instrument.  

MODE SWITCH 

The filter can be set to either of two modes. Low Pass (LP) mode filters out high frequencies (low frequencies are 
allowed to pass). High Pass (HP) mode filters out low frequencies (high frequencies are allowed to pass).  

CUTOFF 

Sets the frequency at which the filter begins to shape the signal. The range of the control is 0 Hz to 20,000 Hz. 

RESONANCE 

Resonance boosts the signal at the filter’s cutoff frequency. This emphasis on the cutoff frequency can be useful 
for creating more dramatic effects when the filter is swept up and down (or moved by the filter envelope).  

 
 

ECHO PANEL 

The Echo panel lets you add a stereo (or mono) delay effect to your synth patch.  

TIME 

How far apart the echoes will be.  

FEEDBACK 

How long the echoes will continue. At the lowest feedback setting, there will only be one echo. At the highest 
setting, echoes will continue forever.  

MIX 

This control blends the echoed signal with the original signal. At its lowest setting you will hear no echo, only the 
“dry” signal.  

STEREO 

When Stereo is enabled, echoes will bounce back and forth between the left and right channels, creating a stereo 
effect. With Stereo off, the delay effect will sound the same in both channels. 
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ARPEGGIATOR PANEL 

The Arpeggiator is a real-time rhythmic pattern generator. By holding down one or more notes, you can create 
rhythmic patterns that step through each of the held notes (across one or more octaves).  

TEMPO 

This control adjusts the speed of the arpeggiator in beats per minute. To set the tempo manually, tap the number 
box and enter the desired tempo with the keyboard. Alternately, you can tap the Tap button repeatedly and the 
Tempo will be set based on the time between your taps.  

DIRECTION 

Controls what direction the arpeggiator steps through the held notes. Up creates a pattern that moves from the 
lowest note to the highest note. Down moves from the highest to lowest note. Up/Down moves from lowest to 
highest then back down again. Play Order will play back the notes in the order you’ve held them.  

NOTE VALUE 

The Note Value control sets the rhythmic note value based on the current tempo (in 4/4 time). For example, the ¼ 
setting will play a note 4 times per measure. You can also choose Triplet or Dotted versions of each of the note 
values.  

OCTAVES 

The Octaves control adds transposed versions your held notes to the pattern. With the Octaves control set to One, 
only the notes you hold are played by the arpeggiator. With the control set to Two, the notes you hold are played 
and notes one octave above them are added to the pattern. With the control set to Three, one more additional 
octave is added to the pattern.  

 

VOLUME PANEL 

The volume panel contains just one control: Volume! 

The Volume control lets you set the overall output level of Photophore. This is a completely separate control from 
the built in volume control provided by your iPad.  

If you add more and more oscillators to a patch, or if you use some extreme filter settings, you may hear some 
distortion. Photophore includes a soft saturating output so turning the volume all the way up will not create digital 
clipping, but it will create a grittier, more saturated sound. If that’s not an effect you want, set Photophore’s 
volume lower, and turn up the output volume of your iPad if you need more overall gain. 
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THE SETTINGS MENU 

The Settings menu offers several advanced options and utilities.  

GLOBAL MIDI 

Global MIDI settings are saved with Photophore’s global settings. That means that they will not change when you 
change to a new patch.  

INPUT 

The MIDI Input list lets you control Photophore from external devices or from other apps that support background 
MIDI. For example, you could connect a MIDI controller to your iPad’s Thunderbolt port using a USB adapter 
(Camera Connection Kit). Or, alternately, you can use a step sequencer app to control the synth. Currently, only 
one control device may be used at a time.  

CHANNEL 

Selects which MIDI channel Photophore will “listen” to. If you are using MIDI to control a number of different apps 
or devices, this lets you choose a unique channel for Photophore. By default this is set to “ALL,” which will let 
Photophore listen to any incoming MIDI messages, regardless of their channel.  

STOP ALL NOTES 

This button resets all MIDI notes. This is provided in case you get into a situation where there is a “stuck” note that 
will not stop playing. This might happen if you disconnect or connect a controller, have a bad connection to a 
controller, or if another app loses its connection to Photophore.  

PATCH MIDI 

Patch MIDI settings are saved with patches. So these settings can be different for each Photophore patch.   

MOD WHEEL 

If you’re using a keyboard with a modulation wheel (or an app that sends mod wheel information via MIDI) you can 
use this setting to choose what Photophore control is affected by the mod wheel: Flock Speed, Turbulence, or 
Filter Cutoff. You can also choose Invert to affect the control negatively instead of positively.  

The mod wheel will not totally override whatever control you choose. Instead it will offset the control’s value 
temporarily. For example, if the Flock Speed knob is already set to 50%, moving the mod wheel up will move the 
value from 50% to 100%.  If the Invert mode is enabled, moving the mod wheel upward will move the value from 
50% to 0%.  

PITCH BEND  

This setting controls how much the MIDI pitch bend control changes Photophore’s pitch. You can choose a range of 
1 whole step or 1 octave (up and down).  
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OTHER 

SHOW KEYBOARD 

Disabling this setting will hide the on-screen keyboard. You may want to do this while using an external controller 
to free up screen space.  
 
RUN IN BACKGROUND 

By default, Photophore will stop running when you switch to the iPad’s home screen or to another app. This is so 
that the synth will not drain your battery when you’re not using it! When the app is suspended, it will keep all of 
your current settings and restore them when you reopen the app, but it won’t produce sound when in the 
background.  

If you want to connect to other apps using background MIDI, or otherwise want audio to play back while the user 
interface is hidden, you will want to enable the Run In Background option. In this mode you will need to manually 
quit Photophore when you’re done using it (using the iPad’s multitasking menu). 

NOTE: When using Audiobus or Inter App Audio with Photophore, the Run in Background option is bypassed. If you 
are connected to Audiobus, or the Audiobus app is running, Photophore will continue running so that it can be 
used with other apps.  
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ADDITIONAL HELP AND RESOURCES 

Thank you for reading the Photophore User Guide. We hope you enjoy experimenting with Photophore as much as 
we enjoyed making it! 

If you need additional help, please visit us at http://www.taikasystems.com/photophore. Here you will find 
answers to frequently asked questions as well as information on contacting technical support.  
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